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Abstract. In a global context which promotes the use of explicit semantics for sharing information and developing new services, the MAchine Readable Cataloguing (MARC) format that is commonly used
by libraries worldwide has demonstrated its limitations. The semantic
model for representing cultural items presented in the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) is expected to be a successor of MARC, and the complex transformation of MARC catalogs to
FRBR catalogs (FRBRization) led to the proposition of various tools
and approaches. However, these projects and the results they achieve
are difficult to compare on a fair basis due to a lack of common datasets
and appropriate metrics. Our contributions fill this gap by proposing the
first public benchmark for the FRBRization process.
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Introduction

Cultural institutions are responsible for cataloging and offering access to a
large number of cultural items. The most popular format for libraries, MAchine
Readable Cataloguing (MARC), available in different implementations such as
MARC21 or UNIMARC, has shown some limitations in terms of interoperability, reuse, or information disambiguation [10]. The Functional Requirements for
Bibliographic Records (FRBR) and its updated version Library Reference Model
(LRM) [17] have been designed to provide a sound and more explicit semantics which will enable new enhancements such as improved navigation and enrichment features [3,5,11]. However, more than twenty years after the original
specifications of FRBR, the model is still not widely used in libraries [6]. A
major obstacle to the adoption of FRBR is the interpretation of records (e.g.,
FRBRization), which consists of migrating cultural heritage data from legacy
formats (e.g., MARC) to models based on the FRBR semantics4 .
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For instance, RDA, the LD4L project or BIBFRAME

In the last decades, the proliferation of FRBRization tools has demonstrated
the need for specific enhancements (e.g., clustered deduplication, exploitation of
added entries) to improve the process [9]. Despite this progress, it is still very
complicated to evaluate and compare FRBRization tools for several reasons.
First, the experiments described in papers are rarely reproducible, mainly because the tools and the datasets are not available. A few catalog excerpts are
provided, but they do not reflect the reality and the challenges of library catalogs because they are mainly used for illustrating specific cases [2]. Last but
not least, the current metrics are not sufficient to evaluate all possible cases
that might occur during FRBRization. In addition, these metrics imply that the
user has to wait until the end of the FRBRization process before obtaining any
insight about the resulting quality. To summarize, we advocate that the lack of
a common FRBRization benchmark is an obstacle to the adoption of FRBR.
In this paper, we propose BIB-R5 , the first benchmark for evaluating
FRBRization. It is composed of two datasets and a set of evaluation metrics.
The goal of the first dataset T42 is to identify the weak and strong points of
a tool by testing all possible issues that libraries may face during FRBRization.
The second dataset BIB-RCAT is extracted from catalogs of three different
cultural institutions and can be used for comparing or experimenting with the
data quality that is typically found in real world catalogs. The assessment of
the process relies on a set of metrics to predict the quality of the output and
to evaluate the quality of a FRBRized catalog. An experimental study with
three recent FRBRization solutions shows the benefits of our benchmark.
In the rest of the paper, we present related work in Section 2 and an overview
of our benchmark BIB-R in Section 3. Evaluation metrics for pre-FRBRization
and post-FRBRization are presented respectively in Sections 4 and 5 and the
datasets are described in Section 6. The experimental study is detailed in Section
7. Section 8 concludes and outlines future work.
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Related work

Issues related to FRBRization and identification of challenging bibliographic
patterns are described in recent surveys [2,16,19]. In this section, we present
rule-based FRBRization tools, and we focus on the evaluation of this process.
Tools. Due to page limitation, we refer to a recent survey for an exhaustive list of FRBRization tools [9]. The last decade has seen the emergence of
rule-based FRBRization tools, since grouping-records tools are not able to process complex structures [2,12]. We focus on three rule-based tools that are publicly available for experiments. The tool VFRBR, developed in the context of
the Variations project, aims at FRBRizing catalogs with a focus on the music domain [14,15]. Since music items are often described using added entries,
VFRBR’s strategy is to interpret these added entries as separate entities. The online catalog Sherzo is the proof of concept that lets users explore musical works,
5
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composers and related entities issued from 185,000 MARC records. Extensible
Catalog (XC) is an open-source project for a complete Integrated Library System, which includes the FRBRization tool Metadata Service Toolkit [4]. XC
exploits added entries and is therefore able to detect complementary works for
instance. The third tool FRBR-ML [18] is based on Aalberg’s approach [1]. The
authors discuss the possible structures of the FRBR output catalog, and the tool
provides enhancements to disambiguate some complex cases by exploiting other
catalogs or Linked Open Data knowledge bases.
Evaluation. Only the output of the FRBRization process is evaluated, under various forms: the most frequent option requires a ground truth or gold
standard, i.e., an expert FRBRized catalog [13]. The comparison between the
expert FRBRized catalog and the FRBRized catalog produced by a tool indicates whether the tool is able to perform an acceptable transformation. One of
the main issues is the manual construction of the expert FRBRized catalog. The
FRBR-ML approach avoids the tiresome construction of a gold standard by converting the FRBRized catalog back to a MARC catalog [18]. The evaluation is
performed between the initial MARC catalog and the converted one. With this
type of evaluation, the drawback is that the last transformation (into MARC)
may have a negative impact on the quality of the catalog. Besides, the rules that
enable this last transformation have to be written too. To evaluate a process,
metrics are required. In TelPlus, an aggregation metric is proposed to measure
the percentage of aggregated content (e.g., Works, Persons, Places). FRBR-ML
is evaluated with three metrics: redundancy, completeness and extension respectively measures duplicate data, loss of data and amount of enrichment.
Discussion. The digital library community has successfully identified the
bibliographic patterns, as well as a few FRBRization issues. But there is no
collection publicly available for testing each of these challenges. Thus, most FRBRization tools have been tested against private datasets, whose characteristics
are not clearly defined. Available metrics either assess the deduplication (aggregation) or compare two MARC collections (redundancy, completeness and
extension). Thus, there is no metric which compares the quality of a generated
FRBR collection, especially in terms of bibliographic patterns. And the whole
FRBRization process is currently not evaluated (e.g., the tuning task). Contrary
to other research domains, there is no benchmark for one of the most crucial
task in the digital library community. Yet, we advocate that understanding the
weak and strong points of the FRBRization process tends to promote novelty
and enhancements in the future implementations. In addition, common datasets
and evaluation metrics enable a fair comparison between the tools. In the next
section, we describe our benchmark for FRBRization.

3

Overview of the benchmark

The FRBrization process has been described and enhanced in the last decade
[1,9]. Figure 1 depicts an overview of the FRBRization process. It is composed
of three main steps (pre-FRBRization, FRBRization and post-FRBRization).

During pre-FRBRization, librarians are in charge of preparing the input catalog
(traditionally in MARC) and tuning the tool. The optional preparation allows
to clean fields, to delete empty records, etc. For the tuning task, librarians can
configure some parameters (e.g., setting a decision threshold for deduplication),
but the main challenge is to add, modify or delete rules. Next, the FRBRization
starts using a clean catalog and a customized set of rules. The transformation
of each record produces a set of entities and relationships according to the rules
applied. A deduplication task is necessary to detect and merge entities that represent the same concept. Finally, the last step is post-FRBRization, during which
optional tasks are performed on the raw FRBR collection [9]. We only mention
validation and enrichment. The former enables expert to verify and correct the
generated FRBR catalog while the latter refers to the task of adding information from external sources. Most FRBRization approaches only evaluate the last
step (post-FRBRization, using the FRBRized catalog), but the initial step has
a strong impact on the final result in terms of quality and performance.
Our benchmark BIB-R provides metrics and datasets to evaluate pre-FRBRization
and post-FRBRization. It focuses on the foundations of FRBR, but it does not
take into account the specificities and the complexity of the different implementations (e.g., FRBR-OO).

Fig. 1: Overview of the FRBRization process
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Evaluating pre-FRBRization

The pre-FRBRization aims at preparing the catalog to be FRBRized and the
set of rules. The records of a catalog include bibliographic patterns [2], which
complicate FRBRization. The different ways of cataloging and the set of rules are
subject to potential issues. Since FRBRization may last hours or days, it seems
interesting to be able to detect and solve potential problems prior to running
the process (e.g., updating the set of rules or cleaning fields and values). To
the best of our knowledge, this detection of problems is a novel contribution for
digital libraries. Our pre-FRBRization metrics analyze a set of rules according
to a catalog for estimating the records that will not be FRBRized correctly. Each
metric computes a percentage defined as the number of records concerned with
the given pattern/issue divided by the total number of records.
Library practice allows for the description of different entities and relationships according to the nature of the item described. These structures can be

generalized into common patterns, but because the structure mainly is implicit
such patterns are difficult to detect and FRBRize correctly [2,16]. The most frequent core pattern includes a Work, an Expression, a Manifestation and (mostly)
the Agent creator of the Work. The augmentation pattern is defined as an additional content to an existing Work, with the assumption that the new content
does not alter the main Work (e.g., illustrations, forewords). Several scenarios
occur to FRBRize this pattern, for instance the creation of a new Work or a note
for the original Work. The derivation pattern means that one Work is the modification of another Work (e.g., translations, imitations), and it usually implies
the creation of Expression(s) under the same Work or relationships between
Works. The aggregation pattern is commonly described as a whole-parts relationship (e.g., ensemble, aggregative work). The FRBRization of aggregations
mainly results in the creation of relationships between Works and optionally
new Agents. The complementary works pattern aims at modelling a relationship
between Works which have the same importance (e.g., sequels, accompanying
works). The FRBRization of complementary works mainly results in the creation of relationships between Works. The metrics COR, AUG, AGG, DER
and COW respectively compute the percentage of records with a core pattern,
an augmentation, an aggregation, a derivation and a complementary work.
In addition to bibliographic patterns, records may include cataloging errors
or quality problems. Authors of the TelPlus project have established six requirements for FRBRization [13], that can be seen as errors in the initial records. We
define the metrics MID, MPD, MUT, MOT, MRC and MAR which respectively compute the number of records that include the issues missing record
identifier, missing publication date, missing uniform title, missing original title,
missing relator code, and missing authoritative responsibility. We propose four
new metrics related to cataloging issues. The metric MTF deals with missing
type and form of material, which has an impact for correctly identifying Expressions (and sometimes Works). The metrics TLE and RLE relate to title
linkage error and responsibility linkage error, which means that the unavailable
related record (mainly in UNIMARC) has a negative impact in terms of completeness when FRBRizing. Finally, libraries make use of standards such as the
International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD), widespread normalization of values (e.g., country codes) or codes specific to individual libraries
(e.g., for a book category, value “r” corresponds to a roman). The metric CPN
deals with these inconsistent cataloging practices and norms, which may contain
useful information.
The set of rules has not been widely studied and mainly regarded as an
artifact that needs to be tuned by librarians. Yet, this tuning has a crucial impact
and its analysis can be exploited to improve FRBRization. In case of missing
rule, a field cannot be processed by a rule, thus causing loss of information.
Detecting these fields prior to FRBRization enables librarians to update the set
of rules accordingly. A not used rule indicates that it is not useful for a given
catalog.The conflicting rules issue occurs because the set of rules can be built
using various techniques (e.g., written by librarians, merged from collected sets).

Actions associated to such rules can either be complementary or conflicting,
which may degrade performance or quality during FRBRization. The metrics
MR, UR and CR respectively compute the percentage of missing rules, not used
rules and conflicting rules. The metric MR can be decomposed into more detailed
metrics for a given pattern or issue, for instance MR-AUG to calculate the
percentage of missing rules for detecting all augmentations. A formal notation
of the pre-FRBRization metrics can be found in an online appendix [7].
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Evaluating post-FRBRization

When the process of FRBRization is finished, librarians typically need to check
the FRBRized catalog produced by the tool. This evaluation is the most studied in the literature, because the resulting quality is currently an obstacle to
the adoption of FRBR and because most FRBRization tools have demonstrated
their capabilities through an experimental validation based on the analysis of
the produced FRBR catalog [13,18]. In our context, we have chosen an evaluation based on expert FRBRized catalog. This is the most reliable evaluation,
specifically because it directly assesses the quality of the FRBR catalog, including its complex relationships between entities. We have identified seven metrics
to compare the FRBR catalog generated by a tool T and the expert FRBR
catalog E. These metrics are useful to understand the weak and strong points of
a FRBRization tool, to estimate the manual effort which is needed to complete
the FRBRization, or to provide an insight about the rules that should be added
to improve the quality.
The first four metrics deal with data (entities, relationships and properties
from the FRBR model). The metric MD is related to the missing data issue,
i.e., data which appears in the expert catalog E is missing in the tool’s catalog
T . This metric computes the ratio between the number of missing data and the
total number of data in the expert collection. It can be redefined for each type of
data, i.e., MD-E for entities, MD-R for relationships and MD-P for properties.
The metric IAD deals with incorrectly added data, i.e., duplicate data (e.g.,
a property which appears twice in an entity, because of a bad deduplication for
instance) and incorrect data (e.g., an entity that should not have been created
or a property with an unexpected value). It is defined as the number of incorrect
data in T (which is not in E) divided by the total number of data in T . Similarly
to MD, the metric IAD can be redefined according to the data type. The metric
DLE relates to errors in external link (e.g., to a referential or to the Linked Open
Data). Either the link does not exist in E or it has a different value for the same
external source. The metric calculates precision, i.e., the number of erroneous
links in T divided by the total number of links in T . The metric SMD aims at
computing semantic mismatch data, i.e., data which have a different semantics in
both catalogs (e.g., a relationship translated by which appears as contributed to).
The metric computes the amount of semantic mismatch data in T (compared to
data in E) with regards to the total number of data in T .

The next metrics deal with patterns. The detection of the pattern in a MARC
record is crucial because it provides the FRBR structure. Yet, only part of a pattern may be incorrect and the evaluation should reflect this . Note that it is not
possible to verify information about bibliographic patterns without annotations
in the expert collection. The metric MEND (main entity not detected) relates to the detection of the main entity of a pattern (e.g., an Expression in
the case of a translation). It measures the percentage of main entities from E
that have been correctly detected in T among all main entities from E. The
metric MRND (main relationship not detected) checks whether the relationship associated to the main entity is correctly identified or not. For instance, an
Expression is correctly identified but linked with a “is a revision” relationship
rather than with a “is a translation” relationship. The metric MRND computes
the percentage of main relationships from E that have been correctly detected
in T among all main relationships from E. Finally, the metric ESE deals with
errors in secondary element(s) of the pattern, which means that the main entity
and its relationship have been correctly detected, but other elements (e.g., the
translator) are missing or incorrect. The metric ESE computes the percentage of
correct secondary elements in T among all secondary elements from E. A formal
notation of the post-FRBRization metrics is given in an online appendix [7]. To
use these metrics, it is necessary to have datasets with appropriate features.

6

Datasets

In BIB-R, two datasets allow the assessment of FRBRization tools. In our context, a dataset is a set of collections. Each collection, which contains records,
is available in two input formats (MARC21 and UNIMARC) and it is associated with an expert FRBR collection. This expert collection has been manually
created and verified by a librarian and three digital library researchers. All collections included in these datasets are based on the MARCXML and raw MARC
formats. The records have been extracted from real-world catalogs, and modified
when needed. The datasets are detailed in a report [8] and publicly available at
http://bib-r.github.io/.
The first dataset T426 can be used for testing specific cases. In Section 4,
we explained that a record has an inherent bibliographic pattern (e.g., core,
augmentation) and it may include any number of issues (e.g., missing relator
code, title linkage error). The objective of the dataset T42 is to check whether
a FRBRization tool is able to handle each possible case. We define a unit test
as the combination of a pattern and an optional issue. This dataset currently
contains 42 meaningful tests which are crucial for testing specific aspects of
FRBRization (a full list of combinations and statistics are available online).
The second dataset BIB-RCAT7 simulates a real-world catalog in which
various bibliographic patterns and issues may be found. It currently contains
6
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T42 is a reference to the novel Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy
BIB-RCAT is a recursive acronym that stands for “BIB-RCAT Is Basically a Realworld CATalog”

three collections (MARC21 and UNIMARC formats, and the expert FRBR).
It is mainly composed of records from various catalogs (e.g., a public French
library, a public Swiss hospital). The size of this catalog (560 records) is smaller
than catalogs found in cultural institutions, since the expert FRBR collection
requires a tiresome effort to be manually produced and verified.

7

Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of our benchmark BIB-R for the
evaluation of FRBRization. Three tools, which are publicly available8 , have been
used in these experiments: FRBR-ML, Extensible Catalog (XC) and Variations
VFRBR. These tools are detailed in the Related Work (Section 2). The rest of
this section describes three experiments using our benchmark: how to evaluate
the strengths and weaknesses of FRBRization tools, how to compare tools in
a real-world FRBRization scenario and how to facilitate the tuning of a tool.
Due to page limit, only a few interesting results are presented, but all plots are
publicly available in an online appendix [7].
7.1

Assessing strengths and weaknesses

This first experiment aims at demonstrating the benefit of the dataset T42 when
it comes to evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of FRBRization tools. For
the three tools, we have run each test from the dataset T42 and the evaluation
is performed using post-FRBRization metrics. Note that we have not tuned
the rules and rely on the set or rules provided with the tools, although they
have been developed for different purposes. The first finding is about missing
data. None of the tools completely FRBRize the data contained in the MARC
records. Figure 2 illustrates this trend by showing the missings in terms of entities
(MD-E), relationships (MD-R) and properties (MD-P) for various tests. With
the core pattern (test 1.0), the tools may miss entities such as Concepts. Tools
may also be implemented to merge some properties. For instance, XC merges the
subtitle into the title, thus missing the subtitle property. The scores of VFRBR
for missing data are strongly impacted by the fact that it does not create Work
entities. The more complex the record becomes (tests 3.2 and 5.5), the more
losses in the FRBRization. Secondly, only XC generates incorrectly added
data, mainly in terms of properties and relationships (see online appendix).
These additional data are in fact misplaced data, i.e., which should have been
put in another entity or which should have linked other entities (e.g., the abstract
is placed in the Work entity rather than in the Expression). Another study
deals with the detection of patterns. Figure 3 depicts the scores obtained by
the three tools for correctly detecting the bibliographic patterns without any
cataloging issue (i.e., tests x.0). FRBR-ML obtains good results for detecting
8
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the core pattern (test 1.0). For other patterns (tests 3.0 and 5.0), it discovers
half of the main entities (metric MEND) but it fails for the main relationship
(metric MRND). VFRBR is not able to detect most patterns with its basic set of
rules, even for the core pattern. This is mainly because this tool does not always
create Works and Expressions. XC achieves good results with some patterns
(core, complementary works) but not for derivations. Next, we note that all tools
produce semantic mismatch, but only for the relationships (metric SMD-R).
This issue occurs in 36 tests for FRBR-ML, 24 tests for VFRBR and 21 tests
for XC (out of 42 tests), but the scores of the metric SMD-R are mostly below
10%, thus indicating that less than 10% of the relationships have a different
semantics than in the collection annotated by experts. Since the more complex
relationships are usually found in patterns, these results are also dependent on
the ability of the tool to detect patterns. To summarize, our dataset T42 and
post-FRBRization metrics are useful for understanding the failures of a tool.

7.2

Comparing tools in real-world context
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The objective of this second experiment is to compare FRBRization tools in a
real-world context using post-FRBRization metrics. The post-FRBRization metric DLE is not presented, since the expert FRBRized collection cannot include
a link for each existing authority files or knowledge bases. All tools rely on their
basic set of rules (no tuning). Table 1 provides the results for the three tools.
We note that they are able to identify only a few patterns (scores above 90%
for the metrics MEND and MRND). VFRBR is the only tool to FRBRize half
of the secondary elements of the patterns (ESE value equal to 55%). All tools
successfully manage not to add incorrect data or produce different semantics
(metrics IAD and SMD). However, they do not FRBRize almost half of the data
(metric MD), mainly because of the incorrectly detected patterns. These average results for the three tools are understandable for several reasons: contrary
to dataset T42, these real-world records from the dataset BIB-RCAT can combine several bibliographic patterns and issues. In addition, almost half of them
include cataloging practices, which complicate the interpretation of the records.
Finally, some additional entities (e.g., Concept) are not processed and created.
The basic set of rules are not sufficient for achieving an acceptable quality. To
conclude, this experiment showed that our dataset BIB-RCAT and associated
metrics are useful to compare tools in a real-world context.
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7.3

Facilitating the tuning

In this last experiment, we show how our pre-FRBRization metrics can help
updating the set of rules. Only the FRBR-ML tool was used in this experiment,
but the scenario could be applied to any tool. As shown in Table 1, the results
of FRBR-ML for dataset BIB-RCAT could be improved. To provide insight to
the expert, we compute predictive scores for the basic set of rules on the dataset
BIB-RCAT. A subset of these scores is detailed in Figure 4. The white bar stands
for the results with the basic set of rules. For instance, we note that 37% of the
records contain cataloging practices (metric CPN). The basic set of rules contains
many not used rules for the dataset BIB-RCAT (score of UR equal to 85%) and

it lacks 24% of rules to take into account all fields from the dataset BIB-RCAT.
Finally, the metrics for specific patterns indicate that 100% of the rules are
missing to tackle derivations (metric MR-DER) and aggregations (metric MRAGG). Based on these predictive scores, an expert has enhanced the basic set
of rules of FRBR-ML. This update took 4 hours mainly for correcting minor
changes (e.g., add rules for missing subfields) and implementing new templates
to handle relator codes and missing concepts (e.g., augmentations, parent works).
The enhanced set of rules has been tested with the prediction metrics (black bars
in Figure 4). Now, only 7% of the rules are missing to process all fields, and a few
not used rules have been deleted (metric UR). The most significant enhancement
deals with the pattern detection: all rules to identify derivations have been added,
but the set still misses 67% of rules to process aggregations. Finally, FRBRML tuned with this enhanced set of rules was used to FRBRize the BIB-RCAT
dataset. The results of this new FRBRization is shown in Table 1 (column FRBRML tuned ). As expected, the quality of this enhanced FRBRization is better than
with the basic set of rules, especially for the patterns. Adding relevant new rules
enables us to reduce the amount of missing data, but 29% of relationships and
21% of secondary elements in the patterns are still missing. This experiment
demonstrates how the predictive metrics help librarians update the set of rules
and thus improve the quality of the FRBRization.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we described BIB-R, the first benchmark for evaluating the interpretation of bibliographic records. It includes a set of metrics and two datasets
(T42 and BIB-RCAT). Extensive experiments with our dataset T42 have been
performed with three recent tools (FRBR-ML, Variations VFRBR and Extensible Catalog) to demonstrate the possibility to identify strengths and weaknesses.
Our experimental validation is also the first to compare FRBRization tools with
the same datasets and metrics. Finally, we showed how the pre-FRBRization
metrics can be useful to help librarians update the set of rules. The release of
this benchmark brings different perspectives. We plan to add more records in
the real-world dataset BIB-RCAT. The main challenge is to update the FRBR
expert collection. Next, we could enhance the benchmark to enable evaluation of
ergonomics (quality of graphical user interfaces), performance (execution time)
and quality of the semantic enrichment (for instance based on the Knowledge
Base Population challenge9 ).
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